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26 Hibiscus Drive, Mount Cotton, Qld 4165

Bedrooms: 5 Bathrooms: 2 Parkings: 2 Type: House

Michael OBrien
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$1,020,000

Prepare to be captivated by the allure of 26 Hibiscus Drive, an abode where design excellence and nature's beauty

converge to create an unparalleled living experience. This is not just a property; it's a statement of luxury, a canvas of

creativity, and a haven of tranquillity, crafted under the discerning eye of an interior designer, this home is a masterpiece

awaiting its next curator.Make no Mistake, this property is to be sold under the hammer on the 25th of November at 1pm.

There is not likely to be a home quite like this in Mt Cotton for a long time so don't miss your opportunity to make it your

own.Imagine arriving home each day via a mesmerizing floating walkway, a prelude to the opulence that awaits. As you

traverse this path, you're flanked by an oasis of greenery, setting the tone for the serene experience that embodies this

residence.Step into a kitchen that would make even the most discerning chef green with envy. A recent, high-end

transformation has equipped this space with the finest Electrolux appliances, a gas cooktop ready to ignite your culinary

passions, and a Samsung fridge that's a marvel of modern technology. The Blum Servo drive bin glide open as if by magic.

The hidden appliance cabinet and Hefele tandem chef's pantry are the secret ingredients to a clutter-free space, while the

Caesarstone breakfast bar, lit by an elegant island pendant, is where memories and meals are made.Flow from the kitchen

into a living room that exudes chic comfort, with a ceiling fan and soft downlighting setting a mood of understated

elegance. The seamless transition onto the expansive deck promises alfresco evenings and days bathed in sunlight. The

dining area, a mirror of sophistication, also opens onto this outdoor sanctuary, offering an indoor-outdoor lifestyle that's

simply irresistible.Ascend to the master suite, where the ceilings soar and the plush carpet invites you to leave the world

behind. A barn-style door adds a touch of rustic elegance, separating the opulent living area from a private deck that's

your own slice of heaven. The master ensuite is a testament to luxury, boasting a double ceramic vanity and a raindrop

shower that feels like a warm embrace.Discover more as you explore the depths of this home. A second living area and a

brand new laundry offer practicality and style. Bedrooms two through five are sanctuaries of peace, each with plush

carpets and unique touches, from air conditioning to walk-in wardrobes.Step outside to a garden that's a masterclass in

landscape design. Sandstone walls and a firepit with matching seating create an amphitheater vibe, while the Bali-inspired

flora whispers tales of tropical escapades.The stage is set, the curtains are drawn, and 26 Hibiscus Drive awaits its new

maestro. Will you take the baton? Join us at the auction and orchestrate your future in a home that's nothing short of

extraordinary.


